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This lightning talk is based on our recent experience teaching R (through RStudio) to a small group of undergraduates with social science backgrounds. It covers:

1. the course itself, its student audience, and how it all went;
2. what we think could be good teaching practices in that area; and
3. what we believe could help teach R to non-programmer audiences.

The talk will focus on three particular aspects of our teaching experience:

- the importance of teaching applied, empirical examples to enhance interest and understanding [1], as well as student ability to link statistics and real-world situations [2]
- the importance of teaching data retrieval and management skills along the common curriculum of introductory statistics
- challenges posed by the R software environment to absolute beginners, such as interpreting error output and reproducibility at scale

Our small-scale teaching experiment intends to show that R can be effectively taught to audiences whose specialized skills lie outside of statistical computing.

All material for our course and this talk will be made available through GitHub in replicable formats, along with examples of student work. Our syllabus is attached to this abstract.

\textit{Note:} our course was taught in English, and we offer to write our talk in English, but we both speak French and are naturally willing to use French for any or all parts of our talk.
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